Chamilo LMS - Feature #2784
Integrate jQuery File Upload plugin into documents
10/02/2011 00:27 - Yannick Warnier

Status:

Bug resolved

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Julio Montoya

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

2.00 hours

Category:

10/02/2011

Target version:

1.8.8 beta

Spent time:

2.50 hours

Complexity:

Challenging

SCRUM pts complexity:

8

Description
I'm bluffed with the jQuery File Upload plugin: https://github.com/blueimp/jQuery-File-Upload
I think it would be increadibly great to include it into Chamilo 1.8.8 in the documents tool (at least) and maybe other tools later on (for
other versions of Chamilo).
The plugin allows for multiple-files upload, which makes it complicated to integrated as is, but I'm sure there must be a single file
upload setting somewhere.
Associated revisions
Revision 9fb42571 - 04/03/2011 19:31 - Julio Montoya
Adding jquery multiple uploader script for documents see #2784 (need to be more preatty) the pbar.ani.gif is also very big 250kb need to be replaced

History
#1 - 10/02/2011 00:27 - Yannick Warnier
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature
#2 - 04/03/2011 18:05 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya
#3 - 04/03/2011 19:32 - Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 0 to 70
the loading bar (bar.ani.gif) is also very heavy "250kb" need to be replaced + need some css changes
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=37446fb0dc897949f2edea32b7d2b6013aa75743&repo=classic
#4 - 07/03/2011 15:51 - Julio Montoya
Replacing some curdirpath by document ids when displaying/editing/moving documents + adding more info size, name, when uploading multiple files
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=59f9de54ebd9481adb4cce0e3e3826929f43c91e&repo=classic
#5 - 07/03/2011 16:09 - Julio Montoya
Now the image size is 3.5kb http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=d2df93f14e6a2ccd6cb6945b956b1482ad8eddbc&repo=classic
#6 - 12/04/2011 23:45 - Yannick Warnier
Great, I think we can close this task... or is there anything else you want to add?
#7 - 13/04/2011 11:04 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- % Done changed from 70 to 100
No, nothing to add here closing ...
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